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Today’s business users access more applications from more devices and 
environments than ever before. This means more passwords to remember – and a 
greater reliance on the helpdesk when issues crop up. Studies show that password 
issues account for up to 40% of helpdesk calls – at an average cost of $17 per call 
creating a hefty financial burden. Furthermore, forgotten passwords or company-
required resets can dramatically affect productivity across the organization; users 
can’t access what they need, and the support staff must stop what they are doing 
to remediate the situation. Luckily, password management doesn’t have to be this 
expensive or complicated.

IdentityNow Password Management
Keep Business Users Mobile, Connected and Productive 
Empower users to stay connected with a simple and secure process for managing 
passwords from any device on any network without needing to be in the office or on 
the corporate VPN. By coupling essential password management capabilities with an 
intuitive user experience, your organization can realize a self-sufficient workforce that 
is focused on the needs of the business. 

Enhance Security by Enforcing Strong Password Policies
Strengthen your security posture by giving IT a centralized platform to define and 
enforce strong password policies across all applications. IdentityNow combines pre-
defined defaults and best practices for password strength and complexity with the 
ability to expire and rotate passwords, bolstering the effectiveness of your existing 
security initiatives.

Modernize Your Infrastructure while Capitalizing on Existing Investments
Move your IT infrastructure into the cloud at your own pace without sacrificing the 
security benefits of password management. IdentityNow offers an easy, unified 
approach to managing passwords across all of the applications and systems in the 
organization – regardless if they are in the cloud or on-premises. This means your 
organization can benefit from password management with both your existing and 
future architecture. 
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SailPoint, the leader in enterprise identity management, brings the Power of 
Identity to customers around the world. SailPoint’s open identity platform gives 
organizations the power to enter new markets, scale their workforces, embrace 
new technologies, innovate faster and compete on a global basis. As both an 
industry pioneer and market leader in identity governance, SailPoint delivers 
security, operational efficiency and compliance to enterprises with complex IT 
environments. SailPoint’s customers are among the world’s largest companies in a 
wide range of industries, including: 6 of the top 15 banks, 4 of the top 6 healthcare 
insurance and managed care providers, 8 of the top 15 property and casualty 
insurance providers, 5 of the top 15 pharmaceutical companies, and six of the 
largest 15 federal agencies.
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Focus Important IT Staff Onto Higher Value Projects
Reduce calls to the helpdesk for a vast majority of password related issues by 
implementing a self-service platform for users to reset, change or recover passwords. 
Additionally, with no hardware or software to manage and update, you remove the 
maintenance burden from your IT organization giving them time to focus on higher 
value initiatives.
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Quickly deploy password changes and 
resets using an extensive library of pre-
built connectors.

Detect password changes initiated outside 
of IdentityNow for synchronization across 
appropriate applications.  

Improve the user experience by automatically 
and securely synchronizing passwords across 
multiple applications.  

Accelerate implementation with out-of-the-
box configurations for password strength 
and complexity.

Enforce strong password policy with 
comprehensive configurations for 
expiration and forced resets.

Enhance security without adding unnecessary 
complexity with tailored password policies for 
special user segments. 
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